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ABSTRACT

This work introduces the use of the Dynamic Pitch Warping (DPW)
method for automatic pitch correction of singing voice audio sig-
nals. DPW is designed to dynamically tune any pitch trajectory
to a predefined scale while preserving its expressive ornamenta-
tion. DPW has three degrees of freedom to modify the funda-
mental frequency (f0) signal: detection interval, critical time, and
transition time. Together, these parameters allow us to define a
pitch velocity condition that triggers an adaptive correction of the
pitch trajectory (pitch warping). We compared our approach to
Antares Autotune (the most commonly used software brand, ab-
breviated as ATA in this article). The pitch correction in ATA has
two degrees of freedom: a triggering threshold (flextune) and the
transition time (retune speed). The pitch trajectories that we com-
pare were extracted from autotuned-in-ATA audio signals, and the
DPW algorithm implemented over the f0 of the input audio tracks.
We studied specifically pitch correction for three typical situations
of f0 curves: staircase, vibrato, free-path. We measured the prox-
imity of the corrected pitch trajectories to the original ones for each
case obtaining that the DPW pitch correction method is better to
preserve vibrato while keeping the f0 free path. In contrast, ATA
is more effective in generating staircase curves, but fails for not-
small vibratos and free-path curves. We have also implemented an
off-line automatic picth tuner using DPW.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pitch correction (or automatic pitch tuning) is nowadays one of
the most commonly used digital audio effects for vocal music. Ini-
tially known as the "Cher" effect, the audible distortion produced
by sharp pitch transition in retuned singing became appreciated
on its own in popular electronic music. The sharp transition is a
case of use where all minor expressive singing variations are flat-
tened. Noticeable gliding appears often in the transitions between
notes. The success of Autotune in the music industry has sparked
much discussion and debate. Some argue that it is a tool that helps
artists achieve a perfect pitch singing, while others criticise its use
as it can lead to a loss of natural expression and emotion in the
music. Despite this, Autotune has become a staple in modern mu-
sic production and is used in various genres such as pop, hip-hop,
and electronic music [1]. Although it is a common practice to use
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DAFx effects which involve perceptual features such as [2] melody
(pitch), source (timbre, [3]), or space [4],pitch correction is one of
the most commonly used. I became a stylistic signature for many
popular music genre.

Antares Autotune (ATA)1 is a digital audio effect developed by
H. Hildebrand in 1997 [5] and its enduring popularity has spanned
over 25 years. ATA uses an autocorrelation method that was ini-
tially developed for seismic imaging, with the help of short-time
Fourier transform. Although the initial purpose of ATA was not to
enrich the voice with a new vocoder-like audio effect but to cor-
rect out-of-tune melodies, the unique electronic texture produced
has been embraced in popular music and has even become a hall-
mark of specific musical styles, often employed systematically.
ATA offers two use cases: one the one hand pitch correction is
used for better rendering of out of tune singing and on the other
hand the distortion effect occurring extreme correction situations
is appreciated on its own. The need for melodic correction also ap-
peared in digital music instruments (DMI) [6, 7, 8, 9]. These DMIs
use interfaces with particular features that involve learnability, ex-
plorability, and controllability [10]. A new pitch tuning correction,
Dynamic Pitch Warping (DPW) [11], has been developed for per-
formative vocal synthesis in Cantor Digitalis [8] where the funda-
mental frequency (pitch) is controlled in real-time with the help
of a stylus on a graphic tablet. Pitch correction helps for singing
accurate notes. However, it is very important to preserve small ex-
pressive ornaments like vibrato [12] without flattening the notes to
preserve naturalness.

The purpose of this paper is to study the DPW pitch correction
method. This method was designed to preserve expressive varia-
tions like vibrato while adjusting the main shape of the f0 curve
to a predefined scale. We identify three cases of particular inter-
est: abrupt pitch transitions (staircase notes), notes with vibrato
and free path curves that should not be corrected. The results of
this paper allow us to open perspectives for developing dynamic
and singer-controlled vocal digital audio effects that are able to
preserve expressive ornaments in real-time. Section 2 presents a
review of the pitch correction method studied (ATA and DPW).
Section 3 compares DPW and ATA on typical pitch patterns. Sec-
tion 4 presents the off-line implementation of DPW for audio sig-
nals.

2. PITCH CORRECTION SYSTEMS

An audio pitch correction system contains three parts: a pitch de-
tection algorithm (PDA), a pitch correction algorithm, and finally

1https://www.antarestech.com/ last checked: 6 April 2023
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a pitch warping modification (vocoder). The present paper aims to
apply DPW as a pitch correction algorithm for vocal speech into-
nation. DPW offers three control parameters when other correc-
tion methods have one or two parameters. DPW uses an adaptive
function, the term "adaptive" is related to the adaptive digital au-
dio effects (aDAFx) that are recent solutions designed to respond
to changes in the input signal and adjust specific audio parameters
accordingly to it, thanks to specific denominated adaptive func-
tions. These kind of effects are more dynamic and responsive that
the traditional DAFx, some examples of aDAFx being the com-
pressor, the expander and the limiter (auto-adaptive on loudness).

Along this line, several DMIs have introduced the use of pitch
correction methods to improve the expressivity of musical user in-
terfaces. That is the case for devices such as the Continuum Fin-
gerboard [6, 7]2, the Seaboard[13]3, Garageband4, TouchKeys[14],
and Cantor Digitalis [8]5. The latter is particularly interesting since
it uses a Dynamic Pitch Warping method to correct the continuous
position of the pitch controller relative to a pitch scale. The cor-
responding adaptive warping function proposed by Perrotin and
d’Alessandro [11] attracts real pitch values towards integer values,
using a MIDI scale. The integer values are tuned notes. DPW is
based on a pitch velocity condition expressed as the pitch stabil-
ity within a pitch interval during a critical time threshold before
triggering the automatic correction. We will review the warping
methods applied in ATA and DPW in the following two subsec-
tions.

2.1. Autotune Antares

Autotune was developed by H. Hildebrand using techniques origi-
nally developed for mapping the Earth’s subsurface and is consid-
ered a time-domain vocoder that modifies the signal both on the
frequency and time domain using a short-time Fourier transform
with a window function to frame the inner transform. Autotune is
a full pitch correction system including the three steps described
above: pitch detection, pitch correction and pitch modification.
We present in this section the pitch correction method. For this
purpose, the sung notes are shifted to the closest note in a prede-
fined scale, and the transition is carried out over a duration equal
to a transition time (named "retune speed" on ATA). Autotune also
includes the flextune parameter, which acts as a threshold for the
correction and represents the size of the neighborhood of a note in
which a pitch correction can be triggered.

Due to lack of detail in the patent [5], the ATA algorithm
can only be reproduced for an extreme correction case, meaning
a value 0 on the Decay parameter in the patent of ATA (internal
parameter of the code, and related to the retune speed parameter).
This case corresponds to force the input trajectory to match integer
MIDI values, i.e., the target notes. For the non-zero Decay cases
we cannot reproduce the algorithm as the patent doesn’t describe
exactly the configuration of the smoothing step. To treat cases with
non-zero transition time we will apply the ATA VST on audio sig-
nals and then extract the retuned f0 to study correction actually
carried on.

2https://www.hakenaudio.com/
continuum-fingerboard last checked: 25 may 2023

3https://www.roli.com last checked: 25 may 2023
4https://www.apple.com/mac/garageband/ last checked:

25 may 2023
5http://www.lam.jussieu.fr/cantordigitalis/ last

checked: 25 may 2023

2.2. Dynamic Pitch Warping

Figure 1: The arc of curvature for the dynamic pitch correction
method, took from [11]

DPW is a real-time pitch correction method developed by Per-
rotin and d’Alessandro for Cantor Digitalis. Although it was orig-
inally designed to correct a driven by stylus pitch on a graphic
tablet, we aim to use DPW for vocal correction. DPW relies on
pitch velocity (speed) to trigger an adaptive correction that mod-
ifies the input f0 curve gradually, enabling the output f0 to con-
verge to the nearest semitone on the MIDI scale. When pitch ve-
locity falls below a threshold, DPW smoothly shifts subsequent
f0 values to converge to a tuned semitone, while preserving some
expressive motion of the original f0 value. The adaptive function
remains static when the pitch velocity condition is not met, allow-
ing intended notes to be corrected while retaining expressiveness
and preserving all dynamics for non-corrected notes. To review
the method, we first analyze the isolated adaptive function, as seen
in Figure 1 that maps the input f0 (x axis) to the output f0 (y
axis). On both axes, zero represents the closest target (ideal) pitch,
and �� and +� correspond to the previous and next notes on the
discrete target pitch scale, respectively. While it works on any ar-
bitrary scale, � = 1 when working with semitones. For input pitch
x01, the closest target note is zero. Therefore, at the time the cor-
rection is triggered, the corresponding adaptive function that is ini-
tially diagonal will smoothly shift towards the lowest arc-shaped
curve, to eventually map the input f0 to the pitch target (zero) as
output f0. The adaptive function then becomes static until it is
newly triggered. To avoid introducing a constant shift on the full
pitch range, the adaptive function is arc-shaped so that if the input
moves from the x01 value to the neighbour notes on the pitch scale
(�� or +�), the output f0 will continuously reach �� or +�. If
those boundaries are reached, the adaptive function goes back to a
linear mapping between input and output, until it is triggered again
for a new input.

The adaptive function is derived from the analytic definition
of an arc. To ease formulation, the inverse function is first defined:

x(y) = Ae�(y+B)
+ C (1)

where the parameters A, B, C and � can be calculated from the
boundary conditions, i.e., the arc must satisfy x(±�) = ±�. If we
use this condition, we can write A and C in terms of �, �, and B
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as follows:

C = ��

✓
1 +

2

e2�� � 1

◆
, A = 2�

e�(��B)

e2�� � 1
(2)

Replacing these values in the original equation 1, we find that
the dependency on B disappears. Furthermore, the function is not
defined for � = 0, but it corresponds to an absence of correction,
i.e., the mapping is linear. So the function of the arc curvature can
be written as:

x(y) =

(
�
⇥
2
e�(�+y)

�1

e2���1
� 1
⇤

if � 6= 0

y if � = 0
(3)

The adaptive warping function is defined as the inverse of 3:

y(x) =

⇢
1/�
⇥
log
⇥
(e2�� � 1)(

x
� + 1)

1

2
+ 1]

⇤
� � if � 6= 0

x if � = 0

(4)
Where � is the factor of correction, y is the output pitch after the
correction, and x is the input pitch. When the correction is trig-
gered (at that moment x = xo) , the value of � = �0 can be calcu-
lated from the input value x0 to ensure that y(x0) = 0 following
the equation:

�0 =
1

�
log

✓
� � x0

� + x0

◆
(5)

The DPW has two stages that can be seen on Figure 2. One is
the triggering part and the other is the warping stage. For the cor-
rection to be triggered, the pitch trajectory has to be stable enough,
i.e., it has to stay within an interval of detection (ID) during a crit-
ical time (Tc) [11]. If these conditions are met, we can calculate
the curvature �0 given the input pitch at triggering time (x0 in the
definition, f0 for us). To ensure a smooth transition, � is linearly
interpolated from 0 (linear mapping) to �0. This transition spans
a time interval denominated transition time (Tt). When the tran-
sition is completed, the input pitch has converged to the closest
integer notes on the midi scale. This transition is carried out simi-
larly to the static case of ATA, not over the frequency but over the
� value, then f0 (input) is warped with the adaptive function.

Figure 2: Illustration of the dynamics of DPW. The input f0 (green
curve) is stable in a detection interval ID during the critical time
Tc (pink region). The correction is triggered during the transition
time Tt (blue region). The input f0 can vary continuously during
the transition time, until it reaches the next semitone on the pitch
scale (integer, black).

3. CASE STUDIES OF PITCH CORRECTION

In this section, we compare both ATA and DPW methods. Firstly,
we want to show the difference between the methods through a
simple case. We take as example a constant flat note (C]) with
a pitch shift of 0.15 semitone (ST), and we use both methods to
correct it. In Figure 3, we see a DPW correction (blue) triggered
with the following parameters: ID = 0.1 ST, Tc = 0.5 s, and
Tt = 0.5 s. The ATA correction (red) has a retune speed equal
to Tt. We have chosen a non-zero value for Tc to show the inclu-
sion of the new parameter. The critical time is the main difference
between both methods. While it introduces a triggering delay in
DPW, we find similar results for both corrections once after that
trigger.

Figure 3: DPW correction (blue curve) and ATA correction (red
curve) of a constant input pitch (green curve).

3.1. Extreme correction with zero transition time parameter

We denominate extreme correction to a full discretization of the
input pitch trajectory. To check the extreme correction, we chose
two typical examples: the first one is a glissando, and the second
is a melody taken from [15]. After trying some configurations, we
have found a combination of parameters that provides similar re-
sults with both methods. For DPW, we have chosen the parameters
Tc = 0 s, ID = 0.01 ST, and T = 0.001 s (the minimal value).
For ATA we choose just the zero retune speed the minimal value),
that as described in the patent generates discrete notes (integers on
ST scale). We can see the results in Figure 4 and 5. The fo-signal
treated with DPW is in blue, and the one treated with ATA is in red
and the original is in green.

3.2. Expressive Correction with ATA

One of the most important artifacts of vocal expression is vibrato.
Expressive Correction is the term we use here to refer to a fast
transition within pitch correction that correspond to oscillatory or-
naments, particularly vibrato. As we will see, a vibrato with a
small amplitude can be shifted around the target pitch with DPW,
while it is not well centered under the ATA correction. The expres-
sive correction requires a non-zero transition time parameter. We
don’t have access to the full implementation of the transition time
parameter in ATA (also referred to as the Decay parameter in the
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Figure 4: Extreme correction for a glissando

Figure 5: Extreme correction for an expressive melody

patent), so we cannot reproduce the exact expected pitch correc-
tion of ATA. Therefore, the most effective way to fully understand
how the ATA pitch correction algorithm works is to utilize the ATA
VST plugin to retune voice samples and extract the corrected f0
from the resulting audio using Praat software 6. This curves are
compared with the DPW correction. To generate the input audio
samples, we use Cantor Digitalis (CaD), which is a continuous
pitch input synthesizer. CaD takes the trajectory of a wacom sty-
lus, the it generates f0 and synthesizes a vocal sound. We modified
its code to have purposely not-intonated sounds related to the orig-
inal stylus trajectory. Audio examples can be found in soundcloud
7. The non-intonated audio samples can be corrected with ATA
vist but also with an off-line DPW implementation that we explain
later in section 4. Now we proceed to the comparison of both both
pitch correction methods.

The simplest case of correction is a shifted note with vibrato.
Small vibratos can be effectively corrected with ATA using a re-
tune speed of 50ms. For sustained notes, ATA performs very well
and there is no difference with DPW, so we do not present this
example here. The difference arises when we have a signal that
contains flat notes, free paths, and vibratos. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to demonstrate how a correction can be performed with ATA
using different values of the retune speed parameter, refer to Fig-

6https://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
7https://on.soundcloud.com/b5NDp last checked: 25 may

2023

Figure 6: Correction using different values of retune speed on ATA,
RS= 0, 15, 50, 100, 200 ms (up to down)

ure 6. Going up to down we use a retune speed parameter from
0, 15, 50, 100 and 200 ms. The correction is effective at 50ms for
the vibrato, but the pitch trajectory after the 12-second mark be-
comes lost and flattened. Only with a retune speed parameter set
to 200ms is it possible to preserve some of the pitch trajectory, but
at that configuration, the vibrato is not corrected.

Now we will examine the functionality of the ATA flextune pa-
rameter. For a more general case, let’s now observe what happens
when we vary the retune speed while maintaining a specific value
for flextune. We have done a configuration with zero retune speed
and two values of flextune: zero (red) and 40 cents (violet), fig-
ure 7. As we can see, the flextune parameter allows for movement
within the range defined by the flextune value after the correction,
resulting in the production of smaller ornaments at the output.

In the following example, we will use a non zero value of re-
tune speed, 15ms, and flextune values of zero (red) and 30 cents
(violet), as shown in figure 8. As we can see, like the previous
example, some ornaments smaller than the flextune value can be
preserved at the output.

Now, we present a study with a transition time of 50ms and
flextune values of 30 and 60 cents. As we can see in figure 9, a

DAFx.4
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Figure 7: Correction with ATA, at zero retune speed and flextune:
0 (red) and 40 cents (violet))

Figure 8: Correction with ATA, at retune speed equal to 15 ms and
flextune: 0 (red) and 30 cents (violet))

larger value for flextune results in a lack of reactivity. This means
the vibrato is not corrected but the path after time equal to 12 s is
better preserved than in the other cases. In other words when the
notes are well corrected, the general path may be more or less lost
depending on the parameters.

Figure 9: Correction with ATA, at retune speed equal to 50 ms and
flextune: 30 (red) and 60 cents (violet))

Finally, we show what happens when varying the retune speed
for the same flextune parameter. We have chosen a moderate flex-
tune value of 40 cents, while the retune speed varies as follows:
50ms, 100ms, and 200ms. The result can be seen in figure 10.
There is always a trade-off between preservation of the main path
(free path) and vibrato correction. This means that ATA better pre-
serves the vibrato, but regions such as the one after 12 seconds
become staircase-like, resulting in the loss of the original pitch
trajectory. In the other hand, parameter values that preserve the
shape in that zone, does not correct the vibrato. As we can see
in figure 10, the vibrato is not corrected for a retune speed higher
than 50ms. On the other hand, when we use flextune at 40 cents
and keep zero retune speed (figure 8) the vibrato is corrected but
the path after time 12 s is flattened.

3.3. Expressive Correction with DPW

We will show several examples variations of the DPW parame-
ter: critical time and transition time. For the first example, we do
choose 100 ms as Tc, then we vary Tt, giving the results in figure

Figure 10: Correction using different values of retune speed on
ATA, RS= 0, 50, 100, 200 ms (up to down) for the same flextune
value (40 cents)

11. As we can see, varying Tt parameter allow us to "smooth" the
pitch correction.

Also we have done a correction using a larger critical time
equal to 250 ms (optimal according to [11]). It gives the results
in figure 12. As we see, the critical time acts as trigger of the
correction and the transition time acts as a smoother. The critical
time (as parameter) adds an ornament at the beginning of each
note step in the staircase region and the transition time modifies
the shape of the ornament.

Finally, we have performed a correction using the same tran-
sition time (50 ms) while varying the critical time parameter (100
ms, 150 ms, 250 ms). It gives the results in figure 13. As we
can see the critical time parameter acts like a trigger for the pitch
correction algorithm and the transition time acts as the smoother.

Now we can compare the best configuration for each method.
In the case of ATA, it is not possible to achieve good vibrato cor-
rection and good preservation of the free path simultaneously. There-
fore, we preferred a moderate configuration that performs reason-
ably well for both purposes. A suitable ATA configuration is a
retune speed of 100 ms and flextune of 40 cents (figure 13). For
DPW the most suitable correction is done by choosing the critical
time as 200 ms (DPW) and then we can choose for example a tran-
sition time equal to 50 ms (figure 10) . For simplicity we have put
these two cases in the figure 14). This shows that DPW performs
a better correction: Firstly the vibrato is well centered in DPW
correction while not in ATA; and secondly the DPW preserve bet-
ter the fo-path after time 12 s, while ATA flatten it. In contrast,
ATA seems visually better in the segment before 5 s while DPW

DAFx.5
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Figure 11: Correction using different values of transition time in
DPW (from up to down: 100,200,400 ms), for the same critical
time (100 ms)

Figure 12: Correction using different values of Tt in DPW (from
up to down: 25,200 ms), for the same Tc (250 ms)

present an more visible expressive ornament. In the subsequent
subsection, we will showcase the measurements that are directly
linked to the aforementioned observations, as we will see DPW is
closer to the original fo curve for all the regions.

3.4. Comparison through MSE and MAE

The difference between two curves can be measured in various
ways, here we presented two. Firstly, the Mean Squared Error
(MSE) that measures the sensitivity to quadratic errors; it is calcu-
lated through the difference of squares, which gives larger errors
a greater impact on the overall result. MSE also provides a mea-
sure of variance between the curves. Secondly, the Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) that provides a measure of the average difference in
magnitude between the curves, unlike MSE, MAE does not am-
plify larger errors. We use the follwoing equations:

Figure 13: Correction using different values of Tc in DPW (from
up to down: 100,150,250 ms), for the same Tt (50 ms)

Figure 14: Correction for the same Tt (50 ms) using flextune at 40
cents for ATA and Tc at 200 ms for DPW and the corresponding
MSE.

Mean of MSE =
1

N

NX

j=1

 
1

nj

njX

i=1

(yij � ŷij)
2

!
(6)

Mean of MAE =
1
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1

nj

njX

i=1

|yij � ŷij |
!

(7)
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Where N represents the number of samples, nj is equal to 1,
cause there always a comparison of one curve with the reference, j
represents the curve to compare (ATA or DPW), yij are the values
of the original curve j, and ŷij are the values of the comparison
curve j.

Our example is helpful to highlight three types of pitch mod-
ification. The first part in 0 < t < 5 where signal is like a
staircase between the notes 48,49 and 50. The second part in
5 < t < 0represents the correction of a poorly intonated frequency
modulation, similar to the human vibrato. And the third part is a
soft path of a fo trajectory that should not be corrected, the free
path represents the case where the singer do not have the intention
to play any specific note. Each part must be compared to the desir-
able pitch curve, which is different for each region. For example
for the staircase part, the desired signal is a staircase. For the vi-
bratory part the ideal pitch would be the same vibration but well
centered. And for the third part, the original signal would be the
ideal pitch, rather than a correction we want to preserve it. These
assumptions are illustrated on figure 6, the calculation of MSE is
done point by point. The mean over each region is reported in Ta-
ble 1. As it is shown and mentioned before, DPW perform better
correction of vibratos while preserving the free path of the note,
and ATA is better for the staircase part while losing more of the
vibrato and free path parts.

Table 1: MSE and MAE between input and corrected f0 for the
different regions

MSE MAE
Region DPW ATA DPW ATA

1 0.0146 0.0146 0.0747 0.0914
2 0.0415 0.0642 0.1304 0.2103
3 0.0539 0.0280 0.2015 0.1463

Please note that all the comparison are focused on the pitch
correction curves. For DPW we use the pitch correction method
that is different than the full algorithm audio. The implementation
of the vocoder, described in section 4, is a complex process and
the vocoder we have use in making the audio DPW tracks is not
as advanced as the vocoder of ATA. As a result, some impreci-
sion may be present in the generated f0 paths for the DPW audio
examples. Despite these limitations, it is worth highlighting the
valuable insights gained from this comparison, which shed light
on the respective strengths and weaknesses of each method.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF AN OFF-LINE AUDIO PITCH
CORRECTION

This section talks about the off-line implementation of DPW. DPW
works in an analogous way to Cantor Digitalis. However, instead
of an incoming f0 given by a table, we use an f0 value obtained
from a pitch tracker on a pre-recorded vocal audio track. The
general structure for a autotune system is conformed by: a pitch
tracker, a pitch correction algorithm, and a pitch warping algo-
rithm (vocoder). DPW can follow a similar approach using a pitch
tracker to acquire f0.

4.1. Development of the off-line retuner

We developed a methodology for off-line vocal retuning using
the DPW method; this process requires obtaining F0 data and a

Figure 15: Configuration of the offline retuner

transparent vocoder as shown in 15. For pitch tracking, we uti-
lized Praat8 (software to analyze audio prosody), the To PitchTier
method allows us to obtain F0 curves for the original audios within
a Praat file sampled at Praat time intervals. We did a Python code
(with package wave) to extract the file’s relevant data and to cre-
ate arrays for time and f0 information; the arrays were re-sampled
at the original audio files sampling rate. The pathlib package was
employed to process multiple sound library files simultaneously,
resulting in a library of the original audios and the f0 files. The
Max/MSP environment was used to process the f0 information (on
Semi tones and Hz) and write retuned audio files using the different
vocoders (retune⇠, freqshift⇠, pitchshift⇠, supervp⇠, etc). Our
goal was to identify the most transparent vocoder that generated
a voice signal closest to the input F0, using the original f0 data,
the retune⇠ object was selected as the most transparent modifi-
cation for the entire library; this ensured that the vocoder avoided
introducing sound artifacts that could affect the perception of qual-
ity and retuning. However, the overall quality of the presented
vocoder, retune⇠, is not as precise and good as the ATA vocoder.
Therefore, the resulting audio tracks using retune⇠ may not be as
good as those using the ATA vocoder. Therefore, we dispose of an
alternative option, with an wrapper of the World [16]vocoder, pro-
vided by the research engineers of Lutherie-Acoustique-Musique
Group, the audio obtained with World is done through a non-real-
time transposition through python. The resulting audio has a bet-
ter quality than the MAX implementation. The sound library for
DPW correction using both vocoders can listen on the soundcloud
playlist noted in section 3.2.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Through our research, we studied DPW algorithm for audio pitch
correction. It is possible to control and trigger a pitch correction
thanks to three degrees of freedom that preserves low-amplitude
vibratos and ornaments in the neighborhood of the target note. We
have also shown how the pitch correction methods are composed
of two stages (triggering and warping), and how the modification
of the control parameters can lead to equivalent configurations for
different systems. We have identified a scenario where ATA and
DPW exhibit similarity: extreme correction. Moreover, we have
identified three types of correction: staircases, vibratos, and free
paths, and have illustrated that DPW performs better for vibratos
and free paths, while also being adequate for staircase correction.
DPW also exhibits less trade-off between its parameters compared
to ATA.

In addition, we have developed an audio application that in-
cludes the DPW method. Compared to ATA, its control parameters
allow for a smooth pitch trajectory transition towards the nearest

8https://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
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notes on a defined scale, minimizing distortion of melodic orna-
ments between the notes. However, it is important to note that
the vocoder used in our application (retune⇠) may not provide the
same level of quality, precision and accuracy as the ATA vocoder.

We plan to undertake a comprehensive perceptual evaluation
of the two systems in a formal setting. This evaluation aims to
assess the perceptual salience of the pitch effects introduced by
the DPW method, as well as their potential musical relevance.
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